
42L Rubbish Bin Waste Trash Can Pedal Recycling Kitchen Wheel 2
Compartment

RRP: $189.95

More than just a rubbish bin — or even a recycling bin — this 42-litre

combination waste disposal system from Randy & Travis Machinery

features two main compartments and a bonus drawer in the middle.

That's not all. The top compartment has two sections, allowing you to

divide compostable rubbish from paper waste. Side hooks allow you to

easily hang bags for filling. Use the middle storage drawer to stash liners,

ties, or other supplies, while the bottom compartment opens up at a 45-

degree angle to store recyclables. When you're ready to take it out for

recycling, simply lift it out and carry it by its handle. With wheels that turn

a full 360 degrees in all directions, it's easy to move.

Crafted from light beige plastic, it's as easy to carry as it is lovely to look

at. You'll never have to stow away your rubbish bin under the sink or

elsewhere any more. Its sleek lines and neutral colour fit in well with any

kitchen décor. Use it in bathrooms, bedrooms, or garages, too. Its

versatility makes it an ideal fit for practically any space where you need to

store your rubbish. A lid lock keeps odours from getting out and pests

from getting in. It's truly a one-stop solution for all your disposables.

Order yours today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Plastic
Colour: Light beige
Number of main compartments: 2
Number of actual compartments: 3
Overall dimensions: 42 x 28.2 x 84cm (L x W x H)
Dimensions (top compartment): 41 x 28.2 x 32.6cm (L x W x H)
Dimensions (drawer): 33.3 x 22.5 x 7cm (L x W x H)
Wheels turn 360 degrees
Locking lid
Removable compartment
Suitable for kitchen or any room
Sleek lines
Neutral colour
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